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and resources in The Weekly.

Hope you had a great start to the fall semester. We realize that the weeks ahead are packed with

Greetings from IDIA

...and resources in The Weekly.

...we encourage you to submit your profile...and resources in The Weekly.

...does not prevent its members from being associated with other university centers. If you are not already...and resources in The Weekly.

...Full Proposal Due Date - July 18, 2022...and resources in The Weekly.

...Preliminary Proposal Due Date - December 01, 2021...and resources in The Weekly.

...NSF-Simons Collaboration on a National Institute for Theory and Mathematics in Biology (NITMB)...and resources in The Weekly.


...Interested? Subscribe to the mailing list...and resources in The Weekly.

...participation of women in high-performance computing and related fields. Interested in upcoming WHPC events...and resources in The Weekly.

...We are proud to announce the founding of Virginia's first Women in High-Performance Computing (WHPC)...and resources in The Weekly.

...Deadline: September 24th, 2021...and resources in The Weekly.

...Register here...and resources in The Weekly.

...out this opportunity...and resources in The Weekly.

...connect with faculty and students interested in building the next generation of quantum processing hardware...and resources in The Weekly.

...New this year:...and resources in The Weekly.

...interested in working on large research problems that intersect with your research interests. We encourage you...and resources in The Weekly.

...multi- and inter-disciplinary research that is changing the world. Berkeley Lab staff are looking for scientists...and resources in The Weekly.

...Energy (DOE) National Laboratory? This is your opportunity! Through SRP, faculty and students contribute to...and resources in The Weekly.

...expand your research and establish productive collaborations with renowned scientists at a Department of...and resources in The Weekly.

...We hope you'll join us this October at the Uniting Women in Cyber Virtual Summit. You can save your seat by...and resources in The Weekly.

...allies across the private and public sectors, and ensuring opportunities are as universal as talent...and resources in The Weekly.

...living.

...Sanmay Das, and Christopher DiTeresi – invite you to...and resources in The Weekly.

...Mason researchers are not only developing new technologies but also assessing how computation impacts our...and resources in The Weekly.

...The conference is one of many efforts of...and resources in The Weekly.

...School of Computing (SoC)

...Compete for...and resources in The Weekly.

...grant on Collaborative Research: NSF-AoF: CNS Core: Small: Secure Wireless Powered Backscatter Powering...and resources in The Weekly.

...Zeng, Kai from the College of Engineering & Computing for receiving the National Science Foundation...and resources in The Weekly.

...grant on Workshop: ProVis-EER: Developing Professional Vision into Empirical Practices...and resources in The Weekly.

...Lattanzi, David from the College of Engineering & Computing for receiving the National Science...and resources in The Weekly.

...Foundation grant on Collaborative Research: HDR DSC: Infusion of data science and computation into...and resources in The Weekly.

...Linguistically Diverse Classrooms in Grades 3-5...and resources in The Weekly.

...engineering curricula.

...grant on Workshop: ProVis-EER: Developing Professional Vision into Empirical Practices...and resources in The Weekly.

...Zeng, Kai from the College of Engineering & Computing for receiving the National Science Foundation...and resources in The Weekly.

...Conference for IoT.

...Communication for IoT.